Kinetics of human serum albumin adsorption at silica sensor: Unveiling dynamic hydration function.
Adsorption kinetics of human serum albumin (HSA) at a silica substrate was studied using the QCM-D and AFM methods. Measurements were performed at pH 3.5 for various bulk suspension concentrations and ionic strengths. The QCM experimental data were compared with the dry coverage of HSA derived from AFM and from the solution of the mass transfer equation. In this way, the dynamic hydration functions and water factors of HSA monolayers were quantitatively evaluated as a function of dry coverage for various ionic strengths. Using the hydration functions, the HSA adsorption runs derived from QCM-D measurements were converted to the dry coverage vs. the time relationships. In this way, the maximum coverage of irreversibly bound HSA molecules was determined. It was equal to 0.35 and 1.4 mg m-2 for NaCl concentration of 0.001 and 0.15 M, respectively. These results agree with previous experimental data derived by streaming potential measurements for mica and with theoretical modeling. Therefore, the side-on mechanism of HSA adsorption at silica sensor at pH 3.5 was confirmed. Also, a quantitative analysis of the desorption runs allowed one to calculate the binding energy of the reversibly bound HSA fraction. Beside significance to basic science, these results enable to develop a robust technique of preparing HSA monolayers at silica sensor of well-controlled coverage and molecule orientation.